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Exercise you brain – try some of our word and number puzzles 
Answers to last week’s puzzles are at the bottom of page 2. 
We’ll send out the answers next week along with more puzzles. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Common sayings    'Speak of the Devil' 
The phrase “speak of the Devil” is said when: 
  a)  You use bad language 
  b) Someone appears while you are talking about 
them. 
  c)  You talk about evil 
 

Word Builder 
Answers to every clue contain 
only the letters in the grid, are 
five letters 
long and include the central letter 

• Item worn by the Queen 
• Incorrect; mistake 
• Uneven; bumpy 
• Kangaroo pocket 

P G N 

C O H 

R U W 
 
 

How do I get to my 
washing?!!!

  

Word Search – silent letters wrist    
bomb      
limb      
wren    
knife    
column 
half   
debt         
write    
foreign 
ghost     
gnat   
scenery 
lamb    
island    
subtle 
solemn    
wrinkle 
gnarled 
knead   
  
 Limerick - Finish the final line of the limerick. 

There once was a farmer from Leeds, 
Who swallowed a packet of seeds. 
It soon came to pass, 
He was covered with grass, 

We’d love to hear what you can up with! 
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Word Square 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

Answers to last week’s puzzles – week 4 

 Word Wheel 

Find as many words as possible 
using the letters in the wheel. 
Each word must use the 
central letter and at least 2 
others. Letters can be only 
used once for each word that 
you make. There’s a 9 letter 
word in the wheel. 

 

 

Shapes 
puzzle 

Answer C B D 

 

Word Wheel 9 letter word: 
snowflake 
6 letter words: ankles awoken flakes wakens 
5 letter words: awoke ankle fakes flake flank 
flask folks kales knows lakes lawks leaks 
oaken slake snake sneak swank waken wakes 
walks woken 
4 letter words: elks fake flak folk kale kane 
knew know kola lake lank leak oaks sake sank 
skew soak soke wake walk weak woke 
3 letter words: ask elk ken oak ska wok 

 

 

Dice puzzle 

The missing 
numbers are 
3 and 4. 

The opposite 
sides of a 
dice always 
add up to 7. 
As the top 
and bottom 
dice are in 
the same 
orientation 
they can’t 
both be the 
same 
number (3 
or 4). 

 

 

Sayings ‘to give up the 
ghost’ 
Correct answer b)  
Origin of phrase – It is first used in the 
King James bible from 1600s. Mark 15:37: 
“And Jesus cried with a loud voice, and 
gave up the ghost.” The phrase is usually 
translated in these times as giving up 
one’s spirit, rather than ghost. 

 

Matchstick 
puzzle 

 

Number Cross                                
Fill in the grid with the numbers 
given in the list. Each number only 
has one position and must fit exactly 
into the given squares 
3 numbers   6 numbers    7 numbers 
317          205703          2895868 
565          299739      3607848 
          354368      5589215 
4 numbers  559839      8472151 
8281          687701  
9179          744874      8 numbers 
          762342      18551397 
5 numbers  815528      68415182 
29362          832208      69398489 
34695          882795      95891929 
86338 
89315     


